
Series of Opinion Paragraphs    
A.K.A. The Essay

Winter Literacy Blitz #2A

See the Literacy @ 
Markville Google 
Classroom “Classwork” 
section for more examples 
and practice activities. 

Students please log on to the 
Literacy @ Markville 
Secondary School Google 
Classroom  
 Join Code:     mzbi4cr
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Target:
- Identify the elements of a successful series of 

paragraphs supporting an opinion
- Plan an effective series of paragraphs supporting an 

opinion by identifying a set of supporting details
- Identify ways to improve my writing

Focus Question: 
How can I best express my opinion on a topic 
and convince someone I am right?
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It is testing these 3 skills: 

1. Can you develop a main 
idea (opinion) with 
sufficient supporting 
details? 

2. Can you organize 
information and ideas in a 
clear manner?

3. Can you use proper 
grammar, spelling, and 
punctuation? 

“Series of Opinion Paragraphs” 



 The topic will be current and familiar to teens. 

 You must write an intro, body paragraphs, and a conclusion.

 You must state a clear opinion. No fence sitting! 

 You must support your opinion with clear facts, examples and 
reasons.  (You can make these up). 

What you need to know: 



               Task: Write a minimum of three paragraphs expressing 
                an opinion on the topic below. Develop your main idea 
                with supporting details (proof, facts, examples, etc.). 

Purpose and Audience: an adult who is interested in your opinion 

Length: The lined space provided for your written work indicates the 
approximate length of the writing expected. 

Topic: Should school be held all year long? 

Here’s What You Will See: 



 Brainstorm BOTH sides 
of the argument. 
○ Create a T-chart to help you 
organize your ideas.
 
 Try to come up with at least 
3 points per side. 

 Argue the side that has 
the most points. 

Getting Ready To Write:



 Organize your points in the order you want to talk about them. 
 These will become your body paragraphs. 
 Plan your introduction. 
 State your opinion. 
 Introduce your paragraph topics. 
 Begin writing. 
 Fill the space! 

Planning Your Essay



Check your work.  Have I: 
❑ Clearly stated my opinion in the first paragraph? 
❑ Argued only ONE side of the argument? 
❑ Used clear topic sentences to start each paragraph? 
❑ Used specific examples in each paragraph to support my ideas? 
❑ Summarized my opinion in my conclusion? 
❑ Used transitional words (ex. Also, secondly, finally) to link 
my ideas? 
❑ Clearly marked new paragraphs by indenting them 
or leaving a line blank between them? 
❑ Used correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation? 
❑ Used content that is appropriate for an adult? 
❑ Used a minimum of 3 paragraphs?

After Writing:



https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=yaT1T9ObyLY&feature=emb_logo
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaT1T9ObyLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=yaT1T9ObyLY&feature=emb_logo


Student Activity

1. Using the following slides, study the rubric for “A Series of Opinion Paragraphs”. 

2. Briefly read over the two example essays provided. 

3. In pairs, discuss what “mark”/code you think these essays earned (use the rubric on slide 11).
 

4. Discuss as a class
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Planning Your Essay Student Activity 
(Google Classroom)

This student activity has been shared with students through the “Literacy At 
Markville Google Classroom” or they can access it there under the “classworks” 
section and make a copy. 

Link to Activity

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ot1n-Jhel3-O5q7fHXu9UK_njMv7uP4en_TnsEM8Yec/edit?usp=sharing


Thanks!
Please email or see Ms. Wilson in the Library 

for questions?

michelle.e.wilson@gapps.yrdsb.ca


